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Tuesday, September 18, 2012
There’s no better feeling in
the world than a warm pizza
box on your lap.
-Kevin James

EERC Tree
2012
by Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

During this up and coming presidential election, it seems a late
blooming contender is throwing
his hat in the race. The EERC
tree, who has been noticeably
absent from Tech’s campus, has
be off putting roots down and
branching out get people to
hear his plans for our country if
we elect him for president. This
candidate seemed to come out
of the woodwork, having been
underground for several months
putting these roots down. Looking to the future already, EERC
tree seems to have a solid
cabinet line up planned, all cut
from a similar grain as him.
The EERC Tree’s plans seem
to be very solid – no hollow
words at all here. Some candidates would have you believe
because he’s not an old oak like
other presidents in the past but
he has a very solid foundation
in his beliefs and education. His
see Blair on back
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In Case of Emergency: Unicorn Attack
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

It has come to my attention that many a
student at Michigan Tech is concerned
about the possibility of unicorn attacks.
Personally, as one who read an excessive amount of fantasy books as a child,
I am extremely familiar with what to do
around ornery unicorns. I am going to
give you a step by step guide on how
to safely escape unicorn attacks, and, if
necessary, defend yourself.
1) Tech unicorns have an extra gene of
rage and nerd hate in their DNA. While
this is not their main habitat, they do still
exist here. So the best way to avoid any
possible unicorn attack at Michigan Tech
is to act the least nerdy that you can. If
you’re carrying around a book bag full
of Chemical Engineering books, drop it,
walk away and go chase chipmunks or
something else equally as non-nerdy.
2) If that doesn’t deter the graceful,
horned devil-horse, star t to recite
Shakespearian poetry. While music
tames the common beast, only great
prose can calm something as majestic
as a unicorn.
3) If neither of the previous tips work,
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fucking RUN. Unicorns are known for
being too vain about their manes and
prettily preened hooves to take a chase
for too long. So, if you can haul ass, I’d
advise you to bolt.
4) Under the circumstances that you
cannot escape, be prepared for battle.
Grab the closest sharp, pointy thing you
can find and ram it into your forehead.
A little brain damage here goes a long
way. Start to scream and make sounds
that vaguely resemble a horse. Stomp
around, toss your hair and make sure
to keep that pointy object in your
forehead.
5) Be ready, for the unicorn will charge
you. Unicorns are known for having
extremely strong neck muscles and will
battle you similarly to a giraffe before
possibly getting blood on their white
coats. Take advantage of this! Bro chest
bump the shit outta that unicorn’s neck.
If you are successful, he will back the
fuck off.
6) If this is unsuccessful, stab the unicorn in its most tender bits; eyes, nose,
the spot right above its tail. Never, EVER
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try and break its horn. It’ll shoot its magic beams at you and you’ll die on the spot.
7) Hold your ground as best as you can, and smack the unicorn in the face and totally diss his body. This comes
back to unicorns being vain. If he feels bad enough about his “chunky monkey fat ass” he might cry and run away.
8) If you are too weak to battle with the unicorn, just lie down on the ground in front of it, face up, and start singing “If you’re happy and you know it, stomp my head.” Unicorns cannot stomp on a humans face upon request.
Weird, I know, but deal with it.
So use these rules wisely, commit them to memory, because unicorns enjoy hanging out between the M&M and
Dillman. Something about the lighting or some shit. But pro tip, unicorns only hunt virgins. So if you’re a big skanky
skank, you can just walk your little sexed up self right on past with no threat. Beware the unicorns, virgins!

Problems with unicorns? Encounter an infestation you can’t handle? Call the NUCA hotline at 1-800-367-5657!
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opponents would have you believe he is too soft for the job but he has assured everyone – especially this reporter – that he is unyielding and wooden in his ways,
though this could go well or badly for him. When asked, we were told, “I plan to leaf any current troubled history behind and I walnut be deterred in my palms to help
this country branch out and reach its full potential again.”
With everything quickly getting closer and closer to Election Day, opposition has been mounting and trying to dig up the EERC Tree’s buried history. Though it is very
deep underground, there are some dirty facts that the potential president needs to account for. When questioned on these, he said those were his green days and
his has been changing colors ever since. Most recently, he has vowed to turn over a new leaf for the betterment of the country. While some of his previous proposals have been axed down already, on the basis of them being for those tree huggers, there have been some very remarkable and making him very poplar among the
younger college crowd overall.
It’s ashtonishing how far this candidate has gone in so little time. While the EERC tree’s bark is worse than his bite, several have been trying to figure out which party this
presidential runner stands for. The green party perhaps? Does he continue to lean a little south on most issues? Whatever way he’s going, he’s really shooting out in all
directions and doesn’t look like he’s going to be a sappy president or tap out on us mid way through his campaign for the oval office.
Here here to the EERC Tree and good luck on the campaign trail. Yule be a fine president should you be elected.

